REDUCED RATE 1 DAY UPS SHIPPING NOW AVAILABLE FOR PACKAGES SENT TO THE NDSU VETERINARY DIAGNOSTIC LAB

We have partnered with UPS to provide an affordable and reliable way to get your samples to the VDL in 1 day. You can now purchase prepaid, pre-addressed UPS Ground and Next Day Air Labels. Call the Lab for additional information if you have any questions.

UPS Ground Shipping Labels $7.00
Next day delivery for all of North Dakota and some surrounding areas - see UPS map for transit times to Fargo. Packages that weigh less than 50 pounds, any point of origin

UPS Next Day Air Shipping Labels $15.00
Packages that weigh less than 5 pounds, any point of origin

To Order Labels:
Call the VDL at 701-231-7527 or 701-231-8307 or e-mail your order to ndsu.vetlab@ndsu.edu
Please purchase at least 5 labels at a time.
The labels will be mailed to you and your account will be billed.

To Ship Your Package:
- give to any UPS driver - next door, across the street, anywhere!
- drop off at any UPS location
- call UPS to schedule a pickup – no additional charge as part of our agreement